Animal models of depression: challenges from a drug development perspective.
Clinically effective antidepressant drugs have been available for many years but our understanding of how these drugs bring about their therapeutic effects, and how to develop more diverse, better treatments has progressed little. At a time when informed choices need to be taken early on in drug development programs in order to exploit the opportunities for innovation created through genomics, this article considers the strengths and weaknesses of behavioral pharmacology assays and their various roles in the drug discovery process. In the past, a widespread lack of confidence in animal models of depression, combined with the high failure rate of clinical trials and escalating costs of drug development, has stifled a more entrepreneurial approach to drug discovery. In order to encourage greater confidence in discovery programs, the gap between exploratory preclinical and clinical studies needs to be bridged. Functional pharmacology markers need to be developed in patient populations, and in normal volunteers and preclinical species, so that selection of new drug targets can be made with greater confidence at earlier stages of discovery programs. The use of functional brain imaging to quantify drug actions in the human CNS is developing rapidly and may provide powerful new techniques to filter active new drugs of the future from those that are less promising.